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EDITORIAL

Dear readers!
This issue of the journal is devoted to several
issues of corporate governance.
Uma Velury and David S. Jenkins examine the
role of institutional monitoring as it pertains to
reporting conservatism. Using the Basu (1997)
asymmetric timeliness models, they examine the
relation between institutional ownership and the
conservatism of reported earnings, as defined by
the asymmetric timeliness measures.
Their
results indicate that larger institutional holdings
are associated with a decrease in earnings
conservatism. They attribute these findings in
part to the incentives of large institutional
investors to capitalize on private information
obtained through their role as corporate
monitors.
Kim R. Sawyer and Jackie Johnson examine the
question as to what constitutes the national
interest, and whether it affects the probability of
a merger receiving regulatory approval. To
illustrate, they examine the takeover of the
Australian resources company Western Mining
Corporation.
Jan Kuklinski and Dirk Schiereck investigate the
long-run performance of initial public offerings
of 174 family firms floated in Germany between
1977 and 1998. Family businesses typically come
closest to the ideal of non-separation of
ownership from control. The fundamental
change in ownership structure induced by the
flotation represents a change in the governance
of the firm as for the first time dispersed
outsiders buy equity capital. An examination of
the stock price performance allows drawing
conclusions to explain the impact of governance
changes on firm value. A prediction of stock price
performance spans two theories: Advantages of
modern corporations where management and
ownership are separated are cut short by the socalled principal-agent problem. Managers – the
agents – could take actions against the interest of
shareholders – the principals. Agency problems
in closely-held family firms should be less
predominant. On the other hand, the rentprotection theory predicts that family owners
have incentives to skim private benefits at the
expense of firm performance. Depending on the
extent of these two effects, family-owned firms
should out-, respectively underperform the
market. The empirical evidence seems to support
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the private benefit hypothesis: 3 years after the
listing the market-adjusted return was on
average –25.31% compared to a broad index. The
underperformance increased to –53.50% after 60
months. Even when excluding potential new
economy and Neuer Markt biases, the
underperformance is a statistically significant –
10.50% and –50.13%, respectively.
William Barnett II, Michael Saliba, Walter Block
examine predatory pricing. Cost, properly
understood as opportunity cost is subjective and
is incommensurable with money prices; more
important, to price below cost implies rationally
choosing an alternative (selling at price) that is
suboptimal, since cost is the most highly valued
alternative not chosen. When critics declare that
predatory pricing is to price below cost, they
mean to set a price below some measure of
money expenses. But this entails all kinds of
problems; which concept of expense – marginal
is most obvious; but also the issue of the present
value of alternatives, which means discounting
expected revenues and expected expenses.
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